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In that case, how powerful would Celeste’s teacher be?  

Although Lorraine was still at a lost about the division of combat power in the universe, she 
knew that if this old woman could become one of the four strongest reputable elders in the 
Iridescent Sect and teach a strong woman like her master, then her strength would be 
absolutely terrifying.  

“Lori greets you, Reputable Elder,” Lorraine hastily bowed again.  

“Is your name Lori?” Eira asked with a smile.  

“Yes, Reputable Elder, my full name is Lorraine Lovewood.”  

“Lorraine? Hmm… not bad! What a good name. You will be part of the Iridescent Sect 
from now on.”  

“Thank you, Reputable Elder,” Lorraine said happily.  

Although she had already been regarded as a member of the Iridescent Sect since she 
accepted Celeste as her master, she was very happy to be recognized by the reputable 
elder of the Iridescent Sect.  

“Red, you said you’ve already accepted Lori as your disciple, right?” Eira asked, looking at 
Celeste.  

“Yes, Master!” Celeste replied.  

“You just came back, so you haven’t had the ceremony and registration yet, right?”  

Celeste wondered why Master would ask such a question.  

However, she replied, “No, we just reached an agreement verbally. When we return to the 
sect, we will prepare for the registration. As for the ceremony, there is no need for that. We 
can just keep everything simple.”  

“Red, your alluring body has been activated, which means that your physical advantage no 
longer exists. Not only that, but the desire in your body will always hinder you from moving 
forward. From now on, your cultivation journey won’t be as smooth as before, and you may 
fall into a situation where you can’t progress at all. Therefore, you have to be mentally 
prepared.”  

Celeste was not surprised when she heard this because her master Eira had said such a 
thing to her more  

than once.  



She must not have feelings for others and she must stay a virgin so that she could fully 
exert the advantages of her alluring body.  

Otherwise, once her alluring body was activated, she would turn from the chosen one to 
an ordinary  

person.  

Since her first inexplicable intercourse with David that activated her alluring body, Celeste 
knew that she would face a difficult future.  

Even so, she did not hate David because David did not do it on purpose.  

He was not like the men in Star Kingdom who wanted to sleep with her.  

Besides, David had helped her gain so much mind power.  

Celeste believed that in the future, she still had a great chance to surpass Eternal Realm.  

“I understand, and I don’t want to end up like this, but this is beyond my control. I’m sorry, 
Master, I’ve failed you. I’ve let down all of your meticulous training over the years,” Celeste 
said in a low voice.  

Since she had kept David a secret, it was impossible to tell Eira about the growth of her 
mind power.  

“It’s fine if you’re mentally prepared. I’m relieved. I am afraid that you won’t be able to 
accept the fall from a chosen one to an ordinary person. You can stop apologizing to me 
because it’s not your fault, so you don’t have to feel guilty. I will find a way to find the 
instigator of this incident.”  

A cold light flashed across Eira’s eyes after she said that, and it surprised Celeste.  

She did not want her teacher to find David, the instigator.  

Her teacher was seething now, so she might kill David with just one move.  

Celeste hurriedly bowed and thanked, “Thank you, Master!”  

Lorraine stood aside, a little confused.  

However, she discovered something very important.  

Her master used to be a genius among geniuses but was forced to be reduced to an 
ordinary person because of her alluring body.  

Lorraine seemed to remember Master Celeste telling her that they both had the same 
physique and they both had alluring bodies.  

‘So can I say that the alluring body is a very powerful physique that can make the owner a 
genius among geniuses?  



‘But the premise is that it cannot be activated.  

‘Once it is activated, the owner will immediately turn from a genius to an ordinary person.’  

These were just Lorraine’s guesses based on the conversation between the two of them.  

She still had a lot to learn, and she still needed to slowly understand the specific situation 
in the future.  
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“Red, although the situation you will face in the future is undesirable, you have built a solid 
foundation over the years. If you work hard, you may still have a chance. The Iridescent 
Sect will also help you with everything it has. Believe in yourself!”  

Eira gave Celeste motivation.  

“Thank you, Master. Even if I lose my physical advantage, I will double my efforts and try 
to make up for the gap with diligence. I will not let you down,” Celeste said gratefully.  

“Since that’s the case, you should train hard in the future! Don’t worry about Lori. It’s good 
that you haven’t officially taken her as your disciple, Teaching her will take up a lot of your 
time and affect your future development. Leave it to us! Let the four of us teach her. Since 
we have experience nurturing you, I believe that it won’t be long before Lori surpasses us 
and become the pillar of the Iridescent Sect,” Eira said slowly.  

What she said earlier was all to pave the way for this matter.  

If Celeste taught Lorraine, no one knew when it would be possible for her to surpass 
Eternal Realm and become a Saint.  

Eira and her sisters did not want to waste any more time.  

This time, with a combination of four people coupled with the massive resources in the 
valley, Lorraine would be able to improve quickly.  

Celeste did not feel anything after hearing what Eira said.  

She felt that her teacher was right.  

In the future, she would have to train hard and strive to reach peak Eternal Realm as soon 
as possible, and then ask David to help her improve her mind power so she could improve 
to partial Saint Realm.  

If she accepted Lorraine as her disciple, she would be responsible for her.  

Celeste would also need a lot of time to teach Lorraine.  



If that were the case, she would not have much time to train herself.  

It would be fine if her alluring body was not activated. She still had an advantage in her 
physique back. then, but not anymore.  

She had to spend more time on cultivation.  

For now, it was indeed the best choice to entrust Lorraine to Eira.  

Eira and her sisters had experience.  

They would surely train Lori to be another important figure in the Iridescent Sect.  

“Master, you are right, I am indeed not a suitable candidate to teach Lori now, and I don’t 
have so much energy, so I can only entrust Lori to you.”  

Celeste accepted Eira’s suggestion calmly.  

However, the one other person’s heart was racing, and this was Lorraine.  

She already felt lucky to be the disciple of a powerful woman like Celeste.  

When she was on Earth, she was so excited that she could not sleep for many days and 
nights.  

‘From that conversation, am I going to be the disciple of Celeste’s teacher?’  

Lorraine still could not understand how strong this old woman Eira was, but she was 
definitely stronger  

than Celeste.  

In addition, she was one of the four reputable elders of the Iridescent Sect.  

In other words, from now on, her master would be one of the four strongest people in the 
Iridescent Sect.  

‘Does it mean I’ll be able to do whatever I want in the Iridescent Sect?’  

Lorraine was flushed with excitement and she was dazed by this surprise.  

“I’m going to let Lori take a different path from you. We reputable elders will take her as 
our disciple. We will gather our strengths to teach her so she can be independent as soon 
as possible,” Eira said to Celeste.  

“All four of the reputable elders will teach her at the same time?” Celeste was shocked.  

She has never been treated this way.  

This was definitely the first time since the development of the Iridescent Sect.  



If Lorraine really became the disciple of the four reputable elders at the same time, her 
status would be so high that even the head of sect might not be able to suppress her.  

Celeste could not stop herself from casting envious glances at Lorraine.  

‘This little girl from a low-level civilization is so lucky.’  

“Yes, she’ll be the disciple of all four of us at the same time and we’ll teach her,” Eira 
affirmed.  

“Congratulations on gaining another beloved disciple, Master. I believe that Lori will not 
disappoint your  

expectations like me in the future, and she will definitely surpass me.”  

“Red, you can’t relax either. Strive to surpass Eternal Realm as soon as possible.”  
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“Yes, Master, I understand.”  

Eira adjusted her body slightly. She then faced Lorraine and asked, “Lori, would you like 
the four of us to be your teachers?”  

“Lori greets you, Master!” Lorraine knelt directly and kowtowed several times to Eira.  

Thud thud thud!  

Her forehead collided with the floor, making loud sounds.  

This was such a great opportunity.  

Lorraine was not a fool so how could she miss this chance?  

Eira accepted calmly.  

Kowtows were a part of the ceremony to formally make Lorraine their disciple once they 
returned to the sect.  

“Okay. Haha! I, Eira, finally have another disciple I’m proud of. Lori, you should get up. 
You can do this again when we’re holding the ceremony at the sect,” Eira happily said.  

“Thank you, Master!”  

Lorraine stood up after speaking.  

“Congratulations, Lori!” said Celeste who was standing aside.  



“Thank you, Celeste, please take care of me in the future,” Lorraine also politely replied.  

“You’re too modest. Perhaps I will need you to take care of me in the future! I hope you 
won’t ignore me when I ask for your help next time.”  

“Celeste, what are you talking about? If I didn’t meet you, how would I get to where I am 
today? As long as you need me, just ask, and I will never say no as long as it’s within my 
power.”  

The two exchanged some pleasantries.  

As for which sentence was true or false, only time could tell.  

They had not held any ceremony yet.  

Once they held the ceremony, Lorraine would successfully be the disciple of the four 
reputable elders.  

She would be the first person under the Iridescent Sect’s four reputable elders.  

Her status would even surpass the head of sect, Nova.  

Of course, only her status surpassed Nova’s.  

In terms of authority in the Iridescent Sect, Nova would still be the person with the most 
power after the four reputable elders as long as she was the head.  

When she felt that the time was almost up, Eira said, “Red, I’ll leave with Lori first. Take 
your time and be careful on the road.”  

“Yes, Master!” Celeste said respectfully.  

“Lori, let’s go!”  

“Yes, Master!”  

Eira took Lorraine, and after tearing apart the four-dimensional space, she entered the 
fifth-dimensional space.  

This was not the end.  

She then tore apart the fifth-dimensional space and entered the sixth-dimensional space.  

After that, she tore the sixth-dimensional space apart and went into the seventh-
dimensional space. Celeste stood in the room, watching her teacher leave with Lorraine 
until the space crack closed. After a while, upon confirming that the other party was gone, 
Celeste breathed a sigh of relief. She was afraid that her teacher would discover the 
matter between her and David.  

The consequences would be unimaginable.  



Celeste always felt that there was something wrong with her disciple suddenly becoming 
her master’s junior.  

However, she could not put her finger on it.  

Anyway, the four reputable elders of the Iridescent Sect were uniting to teach a disciple, 
and this had never happened before.  

A brat from a low-level civilization had risen the ranks to become the disciple of the four 
reputable elders of the Iridescent Sect.  

This was equivalent to a plain jane coming into fortunes by a stroke of luck. Lorraine had 
such a meteoric rise!  

Celeste also had to lament Lorraine’s incredible luck at this time!  

 


